The phonetic context has a large effect on stop consonants in a continuous speech signal [l]. Therefore recognition system that model allophones using contwtt-depcndent Hidden Markov Models 
INTRODUCTION
In this architecture, the main MLP is fed by the central frame of the burst. The context is represented by WO central frames: one for the closure and one for the following segment. Both cenaal frames fed each OWE. The segmentation in phonemes is Carried out by
HMMS.
The recognition is a hierarchical process when the HMM gives a segmentation and the final classification is done by the OWE.
The paper is organized as follow: the section 2 gives a short description of the second order HMh4s. Section 3 describes the OWE ANN. In section 4, we give results on the TIMIT database and discuss them in section S.
HMMFRAMEWORK
In a secondorder HMM (HMMZ), the underlying state sequence is a second-order Markov chain in which the probability of transition between two srates af time t depends on the states in which the process was at time r-1 and r-2. The output state probability is represented by a mixture of gaussian estimates with full covariance matrices.
Notations
we call: -1, the second-order hidden Markov model, obi the density associated to state i, Using these definitions, the maximum likelihood estimation is straightforward [5].
OWEFRAMEWORK
We propose in this section the presentation of the main principles of the contextual ANN, named OWE (Orthogonal Weight Estimator).
Introduction
One of the better known and used ANN architecture in classification problem is indisputably the multilayered Pnccpmn (MLP) 
Connectionnism point of view
n e main usual connection type in MLP modeis is the axodcndritic connection. This connection type is based on the fact that the axon of an afferent neuron is connected to another neuron via a synapse on a dmtrite ( 
Internal structure of OWE
We use a 2 2 x 1 2~6~ local feedforward MLP with abias for the main MLP, and a 3 3~6 x 1~ local feedforward MLP with bias for each OWE (Figure 3 ). The main MLP is fed by the static and dynamic coefficients of the central h e of the burst, denoted as B in Figure  3 . 
Acoustic analysis
For the speech npresentation, we compute 12 static MFCC coefficients on a 32 ms window every 10 ms. We also concatenate 12 firstorder regression coefficients to the static ones.
In the HMM feannt vecfor used for segmentation purposes, we remove the fint coefficient, C, called loudness but we use instead the second order regression coefficient AA% In the OWE feature vector used for recognition purposes, we m o v e both C, and AA%
nainiIlg
Context-independent phoneme HMM models arc first trained using MLE paradigm on the whole training set. Then the training subset is labelled using thae HMM models constrained to the manual labelling given in the TIMIT CDROM. In order to train the OWE recognizer, we have to extract the cenml frames of the thne consecutive segments (AAC). Two training experiments have been conducted depending of how the signal has been segmented. In the first one, we train the OWE architecture on the TIMIT hand labels. In the second one, we use the HMM segmentation.
Testing 4.4.1 Using forced HMM segmentation
Each sentence drawn from the test set is first segmented using the HMM models. At this point, we do not recognize the phonemes, but we look only for the borders of the segments; thus, there are neither substitution, insertion, nor deletion mors. According to this segmentation, for each stop segment (/p, t, k, b, d, g/) we extract the thm central frames (A, B and C) , and feed the OWE with them.
The winner-taku-all answer is compared to the hand labelled segment. then choose the OWE answer else choose the HMM answer.
This simple algorithm does not yield any significant improvement except for phoneme /g/ whose recognition rate increases of 10%. It is not a surprising result because /g/ is known as a plosive which is highly influenced by the right vocalic context which is capnued by OWE.
CONCLUSION
We have presented a hierarchical phoneme recognition system based on HMM and OWE models. The temporal segmentation is carried out by the HMM and the OWE @ o m the context-dependent classification. So far, the OWE model only re-classifies the six plosives. The best results have been obtained when the training is done with HMM segmentation that does not introduce any bias betwan testing and training conditions.
We have shown the great capabilities of OWE architecture on contcxt-depcndent classification which is a difficult task in speech TCCognition. For instance, the accuracy given by OWE alone is slightly smaller than the HMM accwaq. But the OWE accuracies for each phonemes are more homogeneous. Our ongoing work is to generalize this recognition on the whole phoneme set and we plane to investigate various strategies in order to mix the answers coming from the two different parts of the system Aknowledgemtnts: we thank IRISA (computer science research institute at Rennes, France) and LIP (parallel computer science research laboramy at Lyon, France) for the access to thdn Paragon Intel parallel computers.
